America’s Premier Distributor of Genuine WEBER Carburetors for Over 30 Years

REDLINE Conversion Kits
Complete WEBER Carburetor kits with all required parts - including instructions!

REDLINE has a 30 year history of supplying North America with genuine WEBER Carburetors along with exclusive REDLINE conversion kits developed using original WEBER Carburetors.

REDLINE supports the continuing production of genuine WEBER Carburetors and is a premier source for high performance fuel management systems.

REDLINE has also developed a complete line of fully programmable fuel management, fuel injection and ignition products.

- Fuel Delivery Components
- Throttle Bodies and Fuel Rails
- Full Line of WEBER Jetting Kits
- Linkage Assemblies and more...

REDLINE Fuel Injection Kits
Complete conversion kits with free tuning software and documentation
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